
Welcome to your 
new home office. 



Bring comfort  
and style home.



Working from home 
has never been easier. 
Intelligent solutions.   
NDI provides a wide range of components and  

sizes that can easily be pieced together to create a 

configuration that best suits your needs. Attention to  

detail in design, quality of hardware, and use the premium 

grade products ensure years of trouble free use. 
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Elements Laminate Series
DUAL WORKSTATION WITH V-LEGS



Adjustable  
Electric Bases

The human body is designed for standing, not sitting.



Better
ELECTRIC 2 STAGE DUAL MOTOR

Best
ELECTRIC 2 STAGE TRIPPLE MOTOR
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Available Base 
Finishes: 

Black Sliver

Adjustable  
Electric Bases

Holeless  
Column Design 
Now Available!

New Better  |  2-Stage

Best  |  3-Stage

 Best  |  3-Stage  
Adjustable L Shape

Adjustable Height Desks
Sitting for prolonged periods of time can cause many problems. 
Muscle strain, neck and back stiffness, and lack of circulation can 
result in loss of productivity. Performance Electrical Height Adjustable 
Tables can help promote a healthier and more efficient workplace. 

Good 
ELECTRIC 2 STAGE SINGLE MOTOR
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So many possibilities!
Our Classic and Element Laminate Series provides 

a diversity of style and layout options. Put your 

personal touch to the design your home office. 

Classic Laminate Series
SMALL FOOTPRINT WORK AREA

Classic + Elements Series
MIXING SERIES COMPONENTS  
TABLE DESK WITH CORNER WORKSTATION 
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Classic Laminate Series
COMPACT HOME WORKSPACE

Classic + ElementsLaminate Series
ELEGANT HOME WORKSPACE



Classic Laminate Series
“L” WORKSTATION 



Classic Laminate Series
“L” WORKSTATION WITH FULL PEDESTALS AND HUTCH

Elements Laminate Series
BULLET “L” WORKSTATION  
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ClassicLaminate Series
BULLET “L” WORKSTATION WITH MOUNTED STORAGE
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DMI
A rich history of traditional 

casegoods, our fi ne 

crafted furniture features a 

distinguished look and lasting 

quality that is hard to come by 

in today’s fast-paced import 

culture. Somewhere along the 

way, quality has become an 

afterthought—but not for us. 

That is why attention to detail 

is so important.

BENTLY UPHOLSTERED BACK 
GUEST CHAIR

ANTIGUA COLLECTION  
SWAN HIGH BACK CHAIR

WALDEN SERIES  
SHAPED HIGH BACK CHAIR

Walden Collection
CREDENZA

Clean lines with rich embellishments. The Walden Collection brings a hint 
of old-world elegance to your home office decor. Smooth molded surfaces 
play off intricate veneer details and reverse diamond matched veneer 
panels in a warm Cocoa Cherry finish.

BENTLY UPHOLSTERED BACK 
GUEST CHAIR

BENTLY SLATED  BACK  
GUEST CHAIR

All Bently Guest Chairs are available in leather upolstry and several wood finishes options. Call your sales representative for details. 

Antigua Collection
COMPUTER ARMOIRE

COMPUTER ARMOIRE



Everyone is unique, just like our chairs.

NDI+ offers seating to fit a person’s height and weight, and offers 

a variety of material options to meet your preferred comfort and 

style. With a mix of back heights and styles to choose from, we 

have something for everyone. 

Seating
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Antigua Collection
COMPUTER ARMOIRE

COMPUTER ARMOIRE



Contemporary Seating
Features a stable rounded base that accommodates a wide range 
of movement; allowing you to lean, turn and move in any direction. 
The backless design ensures an ergonomic, upright position that 
encourages good posture and helps strengthen the core.

AGENDA SEATING  
Multi-purpose stackable seating that is both versatile 
and economical, Agenda Stacking Chairs offer ideal 
solution for any home office. Choose from the series that 
best suits your needs. All Performance stacking chairs 
are of heavy duty construction and built to be both 
functional and comfortable.

BLEEKER STREET  
WOOD SHELL CHAIRS 
Discover lasting performance 
in a clearly simple package. 
Bleeker Street Seating 
combines cool, minimalist 
design with high performance 
materials to bring style and 
functionality to every space. 
Offered in a regular-height 
chair as well as bistro-height 
with low profile back.

BOB STOOL  
Features a stable rounded base that accommodates a wide 
range of movement; allowing you to lean, turn and move in any 
direction. The backless design ensures an ergonomic, upright 
position that encourages good posture and helps strengthen the 
core. Comes in multiple color options.

Light  
Blue WhiteBlack

Light  
Green

Available Color Options: 
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Mesh Chairs 
If your work has you adjusting to different tasks throughout the day then 

a mesh chair might be just what you need. Whether you choose task 

or executive seating, A mesh chair has  easy flow architecture, its multi 

function adjustment capability and outstanding support come together 

to address all your comfort needs. Other features encourage  

full body contact and pneumatic height adjustment. 

Orange

Navy

Lime Green

Red

Celestial Blue

Burgundy Basil

Black

Bonded Leather Seat Mesh Seat

Seat Color Options:

COOL MESH

Pro Multi-Function High Back with 
Adjustable Lumbar Support and 
Ratchet Back Height Adjustment

COOL MESH

Pro Multi-Function Task 
with Ratchet Back Height 
Adjustment

COOL MESH

Multi-Function High Back

COOL MESH

Multi-Function Task
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GARRISON

H Model and T Model

BAKER

Basic Task

SPICE

Drafting Stools

LAMBO CHAIR

METROPOLITAN  

Mesh High Back
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CHAMBERS

Executive Swivel

HICKORY

Executive Big & Tall 
Heavy duty 

Executive Chairs 

Deep cushioning, oversized seat and back, 

along with a wide open architecture combine to 

make the our executive chairs an outstanding 

choice for your  executive home office.

SIERRA

Medium Back

SIERRA

High Back

BAKER

Basic Task
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Silver

FINISHES:

Available Surface Finishes:   
*Not all finishes are available on each item, 

call for details.

Aspen

NEW

Mahogany

CherryEspresso Newport 
Gray

White*

Maple* Honey

Modern 
Walnut

Black

White*

Available Leg Finishes:
*Not all finishes are available on each item, 

call for details.

Call us today and start 
creating the perfect  
office for you. 
Interested in a specific product, or 

a complete office refresh but have 

no idea where to begin? Call us at 

800-229-3375 and one of our sale 

representative would be happy to 

help you begin creating your perfect 

workspace. 

 
Visit www.ndiof.com for a 
complete list products and 
finishes.

Desk Accessories 
Don’t forget your accessories! 

We have everything you need— 

sit/stand desk risers, monitor 

arms, whiteboards, floormats, 

power centers and more. 

Working from home has never 

been easier! 

2305 Kline Ave  |  Suite 101 
Nashville, TN 37211

800-229-3375

www.ndiof.com


